Locomotion of Amorphous Surface Robots

An amorphous robot includes a compartmented bladder containing fluid, a valve assembly, and an outer layer encapsulating the bladder and valve assembly. The valve assembly draws fluid from a compartment(s) and discharges the drawn fluid into a designated compartment to displace the designated compartment with respect to the surface. Another embodiment includes elements each having a variable property, an outer layer that encapsulates the elements, and a control unit. The control unit energizes a designated element to change its variable property, thereby moving the designated element. The elements may be electromagnetic spheres with a variable polarity or shape memory polymers with changing shape and/or size. Yet another embodiment includes an elongated flexible tube filled with ferrofluid, a moveable electromagnet, an actuator, and a control unit. The control unit energizes the electromagnet via the actuator to magnetize the ferrofluid and lengthen the flexible tube.
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An amorphous surface robot is disclosed herein. In its various embodiments, the amorphous robot provides improved surface mobility. As used herein, the term "amorphous robot" refers to a robot lacking a rigidly defined and unchanging shape. The presently disclosed robots change shape in the direction of intended travel to provide improved surface mobility along with enhanced protection from the elements.

The presently disclosed amorphous robot designs rely on one or more of the following principles: (1) the circulation of fluid in the desired direction of travel via a fully enclosed valve assembly; (2) the sequential switching of polarity of one or more fully enclosed electromagnets; and/or (3) the sequential expansion and deflation of an active material-based polymeric sac or cell. All disclosed robot designs enable movement with respect to a solid surface, as opposed to movement through free space or a liquid operating environment, without the use of wheels, tracks, or legs. All designs are fully scalable, and thus can be readily adapted as needed to the particular application and operating environment in which the robots are to be used.

In particular, an amorphous robot for use on a surface includes a supply of fluid, a bladder, a valve assembly, and a flexible outer layer. The bladder contains the supply of fluid and is divided into compartments. The valve assembly is in fluid communication with each of the compartments and includes a pump. The outer layer encapsulates the bladder and the valve assembly. The valve assembly selectively draws some of the fluid from at least one of the compartments and discharges the drawn fluid into a designated one of the compartments to displace the designated compartment with respect to the surface. This moves the amorphous robot in the direction of the discharge.

Another amorphous robot includes a plurality of elements each having a variable property, a flexible outer layer that encapsulates the plurality of elements, and a control unit in electrical communication with the elements. The control unit selectively energizes a designated one of the elements to change the variable property of that element, thereby moving the designated element with respect to the remaining elements. The robot thus moves with respect to the surface in the direction of movement of the designated element.

The elements in one embodiment are electromagnetic spheres, and the variable property is the magnetic polarity of the electromagnetic spheres. Alternatively, the elements may be polymer cells such as shape memory polymer (SMP) cells. In such an embodiment, the variable property may be a variable shape and/or size of the SMP cells.

Yet another embodiment of the present amorphous robot includes an elongated flexible tube filled with ferrofluid and having a longitudinal axis, a moveable electromagnet positioned with respect to the elongated flexible tube, an actuator, and a control unit. The actuator is connected to the electromagnet and selectively moves the electromagnet. The control unit is electrically connected to the moveable electromagnet and to the actuator. The control unit energizes the electromagnet and moves, via the actuator, the electromagnet in a first direction with respect to the longitudinal axis. This magnetizes the ferrofluid and thereby lengthens the flexible tube in the first direction. The control unit then de-energizes the electromagnet to thereby de-magnetize the ferrofluid and thus shorten the flexible tube in the first direction. This moves the robot in the first direction with respect to the surface, in a manner similar to that of a worm which extends in a desired direction, grips the surface, and then pulls its trailing portion forward.

The above features and advantages and other features and advantages of the present invention are readily apparent from the following detailed description of the best modes for carrying out the invention when taken in connection with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic partial cut-away perspective top view illustration of an example amorphous robot having a fluid-filled compartmentalized bladder and an enclosed valve assembly.
FIG. 1A is a schematic illustration of an example control unit for use with the amorphous robot shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 2 is a schematic illustration of an example movement sequence of the amorphous robot shown in FIG. 1.

FIG. 3A is a schematic side view illustration of an alternative embodiment of the amorphous robot of FIG. 1 having a vertically-oriented valve assembly, with the robot shown in a resting state.

FIG. 3B is a schematic side view illustration of the amorphous robot of FIG. 3A in a partially filled motion state.

FIG. 3C is a schematic side view illustration of the amorphous robot of FIGS. 3A and 3B in a settling state.

FIG. 3D is a schematic side view illustration of the amorphous robot of FIGS. 3A-C in another resting state.

FIG. 4 is a schematic top view illustration of another amorphous robot that uses ferrofluid and a moveable electromagnet for propulsion.

FIG. 5 is a schematic top view illustration of yet another amorphous robot that uses a series of sequentially-activated electromagnets for propulsion.

FIG. 5A is a schematic side view illustration of a portion of the robot of FIG. 5 in a resting state.

FIG. 5B is a schematic side view illustration of the robot of FIG. 5A in a first stage of motion.

FIG. 5C is a schematic side view illustration of the robot of FIGS. 5A and 5B in a second stage of motion.

FIG. 5D is a schematic side view illustration of the robot of FIGS. 5A-C in a third stage of motion.

FIG. 5E is a schematic side view illustration of the robot of FIGS. 5A-D in another resting state.

FIG. 6 is a schematic cross-sectional side view of an example electromagnet usable with the amorphous robot of FIGS. 5-5E.

FIG. 7 is a schematic perspective side view illustration of an amorphous robot having a plurality of polymeric cells.

FIG. 8 is a schematic illustration of an example control unit usable with the amorphous robot shown in FIG. 7.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

Referring to the drawings, wherein like reference numbers correspond to like or similar components throughout the several figures, an amorphous robot 10 is shown in FIG. 1. The robot 10 is positioned with respect to a surface 11, for instance a terrestrial surface or a lunar, Martian, or other extraterrestrial surface. The robot 10 includes a valve assembly 22 and a bladder 12, the latter defining a plurality of compartments 13. An outer layer 14 fully encapsulates the bladder 12 such that the bladder 12 is completely shielded and thus isolated from dirt or debris of the surface 11 and the surrounding atmosphere. A portion of the outer layer 14 is removed in FIG. 1 to more clearly illustrate the structure of the bladder 12 encapsulated by the outer layer 14.

The outer layer 14 may include surface asperities 20 which form pseudopodia (false feet). Asperities 20 may be, by way of example, surface features such as nodules, fingers, or bumps. The asperities 20 extend from the robot 10 to grip the surface 11 and thus facilitate movement of the robot 10. As temperatures can vary widely on a given surface 11, all materials of construction should be selected to properly match the conditions of the intended operating environment.

The robot 10 may include a control unit 50, an example of which is described in greater detail below with reference to FIG. 1A. The control unit 50 may be enclosed within the valve assembly 22 and/or electrically connected thereto. A sensor 100 may be attached to the robot 10. Such a sensor 100 may draw power from the control unit 50.

The valve assembly 22 may also include a plurality of fluid ports 24. Each fluid port 24 may be positioned within a respective one of the compartments 13. That is, the number of ports 24 may equal the number of compartments 13 in one embodiment. Control of the valve assembly 22 for movement of the robot 10 with respect to the surface 11 is described below with reference to FIG. 2.

Each of the various compartments 13 may contain a variable amount of fluid 15. Four compartments 13 are shown in the non-limiting example embodiment of FIG. 1. More or fewer compartments 13 may be provided in other designs, with at least two compartments 13 required for basic front-to-back or side-to-side motion. Regardless of the number of compartments 13, the valve assembly 22 is in fluid communication with each of the compartments 13. The valve assembly 22 ultimately controls the flow of fluid 15 between the different compartments 13 so as to move the robot 10 in a desired direction. The ports 24 are shown schematically in FIG. 1 for simplicity. Those of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the actual ports 24 would have a length, shape, and orientation within the compartments 13 sufficient for ensuring that each compartment 13 can be substantially vacated or filled with fluid 15 as needed.

Each compartment 13 of the robot 10 may be separated from adjacent compartments 13 by a compartment wall 16, for instance a fluid-permeable wall in the form of a membrane or mesh, or an impermeable/solid wall. Surfaces 18 of the bladder 12, including or excluding the compartment wall 16 depending on the embodiment, may be configured to allow the fluid 15 to gradually flow at a closely controlled rate from one compartment 13 to another. As shown in the inset 21, the surfaces 18 may be a membrane, mesh, or other porous and/or fluid-permeable material defining pores 19. The pores 19 may be of a calibrated size and/or number so as to gently and gradually equalize fluid pressure in the various compartments 13 after completing a fill of a designated compartment 13, as will be explained below with reference to FIG. 2.

Referring to FIG. 1A, in one possible example the control unit 50 of FIG. 1 may include a microprocessor or CPU 51, memory (MEM) 52, a fluid pump (P) 54, a transceiver unit (T) 55, a valve body (VB) 56, and a battery (B) 57. The control unit 50 may be at least partially constructed in some embodiments as a micro-electromechanical system (MEMS), as is understood in the art. The pump 54 is electrically connected to the battery 57, for instance a lithium ion, nickel cadmium, or other single or multi-cell rechargeable battery or any other suitable power supply. The battery 57 may be recharged using solar power in some embodiments, e.g., using a solar panel (not shown). Such a design may help to extend the operating life of the robot 10 of FIG. 1, and may be advantageous for reducing the weight/size of battery 57.

The pump 54 may be energized via the battery 57 in response to a command signal (arrow 17) from the CPU 51. When energized, the pump 54 draws fluid 15 (see FIG. 1) from one compartment 13 through an inlet fluid port 24A as indicated by inlet arrow 30. The pump 54 may then circulate the fluid 15 through the valve body 56 before discharging the fluid 15 through an outlet fluid port 24B to another compartment 13 as indicated by outlet arrow 32.

The transceiver 55 of FIG. 1A, which may be used in all embodiments disclosed herein, may receive a set of control signals 59 from a source 58. The control signals 59 may be, by way of example, a set of mission control signals broadcast from a ground-based or an orbiting control platform. Thus, the source 58 may be an orbiting module in remote downlink/
5 uplink wireless communication with the robot 10, or the source 58 may be a conventional rover from which the robot 10 is deployed.

For instance, a conventional rover may carry the robot 10 to a difficult to navigate terrain feature such as a rock-strewn crater, deploy the robot 10, and communicate with the robot 10 as the robot 10 moves into the crater and performs a work task. The robot 10 may periodically establish a communications link with the source 58, download program instructions for a particular task sequence to memory 52, execute the instructions via the CPU 51, and repeat the process as needed. Alternatively, all required instructions may be pre-loaded in memory 52 to provide greater autonomy of action by the robot 10 and/or to conserve the battery 57.

Referring to FIG. 2, locomotion of the amorphous robot 10 of FIG. 1 with respect to surface 11 is explained with respect to a reference line 26 on the surface 11. When at position “Rest 1” the robot 10 is adjacent to the reference line 26. The valve assembly 22 of FIG. 1 is inactive, and fluid 15 shown in the same Figure is about equally distributed within the various compartments 13. The pumping stage (Pump) shown in FIG. 2 is entered when motion is desired. As shown in FIG. 1A, the command signal (arrow 17) is transmitted to the pump 54. In response, the fluid 15 of FIG. 1 is drawn into the valve assembly 22 from a rear compartment 13R as indicated by inlet arrows 30. This fluid 15 is then discharged into a forward compartment 13F as indicated by outlet arrows 32, with the term “forward” here used to mean “opposite the rear compartment 13R”, and thus the actual compartment 13F could be a side or rear compartment in an absolute sense. In other words, the actual direction of motion will vary with the particular compartment 13 being filled. As a result of filling the forward stage 13F, the mass of the robot 10 is displaced across the reference line 26 in the direction of arrow 28.

At the recirculation phase (Recirculate), fluid 15 discharged into the forward compartment 13F gradually returns to the other compartments 13, 13R as indicated by flow return arrows 34. This equalizing return flow occurs by virtue of the pores 19 of the material 18 as shown in FIG. 1. The diameter, number, and spacing of the various pores 19 may be selected to provide the desired rate of equalization as noted above. Alternatively, the valve assembly 22 of FIG. 1 may be configured to allow fluid 15 to slowly flow back through itself to the various compartments 13 at a controlled rate. While pressure equalization is progressing, the asperities 20 of FIG. 1 continue to grip the surface 11 and thereby hold the robot 10 in place. The robot 10 of FIG. 2 then settles at a new rest position (Rest 2) forward of the original reference line 26. The original rest position (Rest 1) is indicated by trace 38. The above process can be repeated from the new rest position (Rest 2).

Referring to FIGS. 3A-D, the amorphous robot 10 of FIG. 1 may be alternatively configured as an amorphous robot 110 having a vertically-oriented valve assembly 122. That is, unlike the valve assembly 22 of FIG. 1 which the axes of the various fluid ports 24 are substantially parallel to the surface 11, two of the fluid ports 24 of the valve assembly 122 of FIGS. 3A-D have a common axis 31 that is substantially perpendicular to the plane of the surface 11 when the robot 110 is at rest on a flat surface as shown in FIG. 3A. The term “substantially perpendicular” in one embodiment refers to a range of about 85° to about 95° with respect to the plane of the surface 11. The robot 110 of FIGS. 3A-D operates in much the same manner as the robot 10, but with a resultant rotational/tumbling action.

The robot 110 is shown in FIG. 3A as it appears relative to the reference line 26. A top compartment 13T is positioned above the valve assembly 122, a bottom compartment 13B is positioned below the valve assembly 122, i.e., closer to the surface 11 than the top compartment 13T, and side compartments 13S are positioned on either side of the valve assembly 122. Fluid 15 is contained within the bottom compartment 13B, and at negligible levels in the respective side and top compartments 13S and 13T. Thus, FIG. 3A represents an equilibrium starting condition.

In FIG. 3B, fluid 15 is drawn into the valve assembly 122 from the bottom compartment 13B as indicated by inlet arrow 30. The fluid 15 is then discharged into a desired side compartment 13S as indicated by outlet arrow 32. Fluid flow into side compartment 13S fills the side compartment 13S and empties the bottom compartment 13B. This causes the robot 110 to surge forward a bit with respect to the surface 11 as indicated by arrow 28. In FIG. 3C, with the desired one of the compartments 13S now substantially filled with fluid 15, the robot 110 begins to settle. The pumping action ceases. FIG. 3D represents the new starting position, with the robot 110 at rest a bit forward of its starting position represented in FIG. 3A. The process resumes with FIG. 3A, with compartment 13S of FIG. 3D now becoming the bottom compartment 13B of FIG. 3A.

Referring to FIG. 4, in yet another embodiment an amorphous robot 210 may include an elongated flexible inner tube 40 disposed within a flexible outer layer 114. The outer layer 114 may be similar to the outer layer 14 shown in FIG. 1, e.g., with similar materials and asperities 20 which grip the surface 11. The flexible tube 40 is filled with ferrofluid 25 and is circumscribed by a moveable electromagnet 42, for instance a ring. A gap (arrow 61) is defined between the inner tube 40 and the outer layer 114. Optionally, the gap (arrow 61) can be pre-pressurized with fluid or an inert gas to help maintain a calibrated space or standoff with respect to the electromagnet 42. This may facilitate axial movement of the electromagnet 42.

In a particular embodiment, lightweight end magnets 55 may be positioned at or toward either end of the inner tube 40, with the inner tube 40 and the outer layer 114 being affixed to both of the end magnets 55. The end magnets 55 can act as mechanical stops to extreme motion of the electromagnet 42 if needed, and can also provide an electromagnetic field whose polarity may be changed as needed by a control unit 150 to thereby create a magnetic field for assisting in the push-pull motion of the electromagnet 42, as will be understood by one of ordinary skill in the art.

The electromagnet 42 and the end magnets 55 of FIG. 4 may be electrically connected to the control unit 150 and positioned such that an inner surface 44 of the electromagnet 42 is positioned adjacent to an outer surface 46 of the inner tube 40. The control unit 150 may include sufficient memory 52 and a processor/CPU 51, along with a battery 57 and a transceiver 55 as explained above with reference to the control unit 50 of FIG. 1A. The control unit 150 may selectively move the electromagnet 42 via an actuator 65 as shown schematically in FIG. 4. As the outer layer 114 helps insulate and encapsulate the electromagnet 42, rotating or linearly translating parts may be employed as the actuator 65 without much concern for premature fouling of the actuator 65 by surface contaminants. Thus, one of ordinary skill in the art may envision various possible embodiments for the actuator 65, including but not limited to a motor, a motorized ball screw, a linear actuator, cables, and/or smart materials such as a shape memory alloy (SMA) wire.

The ferrofluid 25 filling the inner tube 40 of FIG. 4 may be any liquid which becomes strongly magnetized in the presence of an applied magnetic field. As is well understood by
those of ordinary skill in the art, a ferrofluid typically contains a Brownian suspension of nanoscale ferromagnetic or ferri-
magnetic particles in an organic solvent. Non-limiting example
particles include magnetite and hematite. When
magnetized by the electromagnet 42, the suspended particles
align in the direction of magnetic flux and thus form a gen-
neral rigid clump at one end of the inner tube 40. That is,
controlled movement of the energized electromagnet 42 in
the direction of arrow 45 along the axis 33 of the tube 40
magnetizes the ferrofluid 25 and forces it toward one end
of the tube 40, thus slightly lengthening the tube 40 in
the direction of arrow 28.

Deactivation of the electromagnet 42 and return in the
direction of arrow 47 to its starting position, with assistance of
the actuator and any required field coordination with the end
magnets 55, thus allows the robot 210 to gradually inch its
way along the surface 11. Direction of motion may be
changed via changing the polarity as needed of the various end
magnets 55 and the electromagnet 42. However, unlike the
previous designs motion of the robot 210 if FIG. 4 is
directionally limited to the axis 33. As will all of the present
embodiments, the tube 40 may be connected to a sensor and
deployed from a rover or other vehicle, or used separately
such a rover depending on the intended application. The
motion of the robot 210 may be remotely controlled as
explained above with reference to FIG. 1A.

Referring to FIG. 5, the polarity-changing locomotive
approach of FIG. 4 may be applied to another amorphous
robot 310. A plurality of elements 70 in the form of electro-
magnetic spheres are fully encapsulated within a flexible
outer layer 214. The elements 70, referred to hereinafter as
electromagnetic spheres 70 for clarity, have a variable prop-
erty in the form of a variable magnetic polarity. The polarity
of the electromagnetic spheres 70 may be sequentially
changed to thereby move the robot 310 in a desired direction
with respect to the surface 11.

As with the embodiments of FIGS. 1-4, asperities 120 may be
provided on the outer layer 214 to help grip the surface 11,
as indicated by the set of tracks 29 left in the soil of the surface
11. Fluid 15 may act as a damping fluid by filling the void
between the electromagnets 70 and the outer layer 214. This
may help in protecting the electromagnetic spheres 70 and
damping the force of any collision adjacent electromagnetic
spheres 70.

Referring to FIG. 5A, at rest with respect to the reference
line 26, every other electromagnetic sphere 70 has the same
polarity, e.g., an initial polarity sequence of (+, −, +, −) as
shown. This alternating sequence acts to magnetically bind
the electromagnetic spheres 70 to each other in a series, i.e., in
line. As shown in FIG. 5A, the lead electromagnetic sphere
70, which is identified in FIG. 5A by arrow 82, is repelled in
the direction of arrow 28 by changing its polarity such that
the polarity matches that of the next electromagnetic 70, hence repre-
sented as a change from positive (+) to negative (−) polarity.

Likewise, changing the polarity sequence to (−, +, +, −) as
shown in FIG. 5C magnetically repels the second electromagnetic
spheres 70 away from the third electromagnetic spheres
70 in the sequence and toward the lead electromagnetic
sphere 70. The process continues as shown in FIGS. 5D and
5E, with FIG. 5E representing the new starting position a bit
forward of the reference line 26.

Referring to FIG. 6, each electromagnetic sphere 70 may
include a control unit 250 that selectively energizes a desig-
nated one of the electromagnetic spheres 70 to change the
polarity of the designated electromagnetic sphere 70, thereby
moving the designated electromagnetic sphere 70 with
respect to the remaining spheres 70. The amorphous robot
70 thus moves with respect to the surface 11 in the direction
of movement of the designated electromagnetic sphere 70.

The control unit 250 may include memory 52, a transceiver
55, and a battery 57. A microprocessor/CPU 51 may be
included within at least one of the electromagnetic spheres 70
to provide top-level sequential control of the robot 310. The
control unit 250 may be fully encapsulated by a magnetically
neutral outer layer or shell 84. The shell 84 may define a core
74 of a suitable dielectric and thermal insulating material.

Conductive coils 72 may be wrapped with respect to the
core 74. Coils 72 may be bundles of smaller wires as indicated
by arrow 172. The internal detail is shown for only one coil 72
in FIG. 6 for illustrative simplicity. The coils 72 are electric-
ally connected to the battery 57 of the control unit 250 by
conductive leads 93. Changing the direction of flow of an
electrical current through the coils 72, which can be selec-
tively performed by the control unit 250 as understood in the
art, thus changes the polarity of a given electromagnetic
sphere 70 as needed, as will be appreciated by one of ordinary
skill in the art. Controlled sequential polarity change is there-
fore used to provide the motion sequence shown in FIGS.
5A-E as described above.

Referring to FIG. 7, in yet another embodiment an amorphous
robot 410 may include a plurality of elements 170 in
the form of polymeric cells, which hereinafter are referred to
as cells 170 for clarity. The cells 170 are collectively encap-
sulated within a flexible outer layer 314. The outer layer 314
may be similar to the designs set forth above with reference to
FIGS. 1-6 for outer layers 14, 114, and 214. The individual
cells 170 may be formed from a shape-memory polymer
(SMP) or other suitable shape-changing material. As is well
understood in the art, SMPs are a polymeric class of smart
materials that can return from a temporary deformed state to
a permanent default shape when stimulated by an external
stimulus. SMPs can thus maintain their temporary shape until
a shape change back into the permanent form is activated by
an applied stimulus, or by the termination of an applied stimu-
lus depending on the embodiment.

By selectively changing the shape of a designated one of
the cells 170, the robot 410 of FIG. 7 can be caused to rotate
and thus tumble in a desired direction. The number and size/
shapes of the cells 170 may vary with the design to provide the
desired mobility. The cells 170 may be stimulated via heat
and/or electricity or light depending on the embodiment.
Therefore, the robot 410 may include a battery 57 as part of
a control unit 350 as will now be described with reference to
FIG. 8.

The control unit 350 of FIG. 8 is electrically connected to
each of the cells 170 via a conductor 93, e.g., a length of wire
or a coil. The control unit 350 may be disposed within one of
the cells 170, wedged between the various cells 170, or oth-
erwise enclosed by the outer layer 314. The control unit 350
may include a microprocessor or CPU 51, memory 52, a
transceiver 55, and the battery 57.

As with the embodiment shown in FIG. 1A, which applies
to all embodiments disclosed herein, a source 58 may trans-
mit signals 59 to the robot 410 of FIG. 7, with the signals 59
received by the transceiver 55. The CPU 51 may then execute
mission instructions communicated via the signals 59, or may
download the same to memory 52 for later execution. Thus,
when the robot 410 of FIG. 7 is to move in a desired direction,
the CPU 51 can stimulate one of the cells 170 via transmission
of a stimulus signal (arrow 95), as shown in FIG. 8. The shape
of the cell 170 changes, e.g., increases in size, such that the
robot 410 tumbles in a desired direction.

Because the gravitational pull toward surface 11 of FIG. 7
provides the motive force, a sensor pack 67 may be provided,
The invention claimed is:

1. An amorphous robot for use on a surface, the amorphous robot comprising:
   - a plurality of elements each having a variable property;
   - a flexible outer layer that encapsulates the plurality of elements;
   - a control unit in electrical communication with each of the plurality of elements,
     wherein the control unit selectively energizes a designated one of the elements to change the variable property of the designated element thereby moving the designated element in a direction of movement with respect to the remaining elements such that the amorphous robot moves with respect to the surface in the direction of movement of the designated element; and
   - wherein each of the elements is a shape memory polymer (SMP) cell, and wherein the variable property is at least one of a variable shape and a variable size of the SMP cell;
   - wherein the control unit selectively transmits an electrical current into the designated element to change one of the variable shape and the variable size of the SMP cell.

2. The amorphous robot of claim 1, wherein the flexible outer layer contains a supply of damping fluid.

3. The amorphous robot of claim 1, wherein each of the elements is an electromagnetic sphere, and wherein the variable property is the magnetic polarity of the electromagnetic sphere.

4. The amorphous robot of claim 3, wherein each of the electromagnetic spheres includes an outer shell and a conductive coil, wherein the control unit changes the magnetic polarity by changing the direction of flow of an electrical current through the conductive coils.

5. The amorphous robot of claim 1, wherein the flexible outer layer includes surface asperities which grip the surface to facilitate movement of the robot with respect to the surface.

6. An amorphous robot for use on a surface, the amorphous robot comprising:
   - a plurality of elements each having a variable property, wherein each of the elements is a shape polymer (SMP) cell, and wherein the variable property is at least one of a variable shape and a variable size of the SMP cell;
   - a flexible outer layer that encapsulates the plurality of elements; and
   - a control unit in electrical communication with each of the plurality of elements,
     wherein the control unit selectively energizes a designated one of the elements to change the variable property of the designated element thereby moving the designated element in a direction of movement with respect to the remaining elements that the amorphous robot moves with respect to the surface in the direction of movement of the designated element;
     wherein each of the elements is a shape memory polymer (SMP) cell, and wherein the variable property is at least one of a variable shape and a variable size of the SMP cell;
     wherein the control unit selectively transmits an electrical current into the designated element to change one of the variable shape and the variable size of the SMP cell;
     wherein heat stimulates change to the variable shape and the variable size of the SMP cell.

7. The amorphous robot of claim 6, further comprising a sensor pack that is encapsulated within each of the SMP cells in communication with the control unit, wherein each of the sensor packs transmits a position signal to the control unit.

8. The amorphous robot of claim 7, wherein the control unit selectively transmits an electrical current into the designated element to change one of the variable shape and the variable size of the SMP cell.

9. The amorphous robot of claim 7, wherein light stimulates change to the variable shape and the variable size of the SMP cell.

10. The amorphous robot of claim 7, wherein a plurality of electromagnetic spheres each having an outer shell and a conductive coil, wherein each of the electromagnetic spheres has a variable magnetic polarity;
    - a flexible outer layer that encapsulates the plurality of electromagnetic spheres, Where to the flexible outer layer includes surface asperities which grip the surface to facilitate movement of the robot in a direction of movement with respect to the surface;
    - a control unit in electrical communication with each of the electromagnetic spheres,
      wherein the control unit selectively changes a direction of flow of an electrical current through the conductive coil of a respective one of the electromagnetic spheres to thereby change the variable magnetic polarity of the respective electromagnetic sphere thereby moving the respective electromagnetic sphere and the robot in the direction of movement;
      wherein each of the elements is a shape memory polymer (SMP) cell, and wherein the variable property is at least one of a variable shape and a variable size of the SMP cell;
      wherein the control unit selectively transmits an electrical current into the designated element to change one of the variable shape and the variable size of the SMP cell; and
a sensor pack that is encapsulated within each of the SMP
cells in communication with the control unit, wherein
each of the sensor packs transmits a position signal to
the control unit.